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Welcome! 

 

Thanks for choosing to be one of the very first to use our new Camect AI video recorder. We are 

committed to getting you great value from your cameras.  

Please join our user forum, linked off camect.com/welcome. It’s the best place to ask questions 

and to learn from the experiences of others. For questions that are very specific to you, please 

send questions to support@camect.com.  

 

Note for Professional Installers 
You can request registered pro installer status AFTER all of the following:  

       1. You have received training from Camect 

       2. You have tested Camect and become familiar with it.  

       3. You are expecting to activate at least 5 more Camect devices.  

All devices activated by your registered Pro sign in will be converted to the Pro software once your 

account is marked as being a Pro account.  

 

IMPORTANT – On devices that you activate from your registered Pro account, you hand over 

access to your end user by adding an admin user account for them. One hour after adding any 

admin account to the device, your own access will be automatically deactivated. Your end user will 

need to re-enable your account for further access if necessary.  

 

To register as a professional installer of Camect, send email to pro-signup@camect.com 

In your email please briefly mention:  

      1. The full contact info of your business, including phone number and country.  

      2. The website of your business if you have one, or another way that you can be verified as a 

bona fide professional.  

      3. Who trained you. 

      4. Testing of Camect you have done to date.  

      5. The sign in account that you wish to use to activate devices for Pro usage (i.e. the email 

address, and the type of login, i.e. google, facebook, or amazon). Ensure that you have visited 

home.camect.com with this account and accepted the terms of service.   
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Hook up your new Camect Home recorder 

 

● Plug in the network cable first 

● Plug in the power.  The power LED should light automatically. Wait about 5 minutes 

for the box to boot.  

 

 

If you bought new Armcrest cameras, plug them into the network if you have not already 

done so. There’s no need to do anything else to configure them now. 
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Activation 

 

 

● Visit home.camect.com from a Chrome or Safari browser on the same local network as your 

Camect... you'll be asked to sign in with Google or Facebook and to accept the terms of 

service.  

○ TIP: No Google account? Create one using your current email address by clicking 

here - https://accounts.google.com/SignUpWithoutGmail. 

 

● After you accept the terms, you'll be looking at the (empty) list of the Camect Homes you 

own. You’ll see a red highlighted link asking you to set up a new home. Click it, and your 

browser will find your new Camect Home and allow you to activate it.  

 

● After you’ve activated the new Camect Home, you're sent back to the list of homes, which, 

after a few seconds to refresh, should show your new Camect Home.  

 

Click the title of the Home (which will be “<City Name>, <Zipcode>”) to connect to it.  

 

 

Note:  

 

If you get a “home disconnected” message give it several minutes to retry. 

The activation sometimes takes a minute to complete. 

 

A VPN is likely to prevent the Camect device being found on your network. 

 

Camect will need unrestricted outgoing internet access using WebRTC to 

encrypt any data. Restricted outgoing internet access may cause connection 

and activation issues. 
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Connecting to your cameras 

 

 

● Wait for Camect to find your cameras. The “Looking for cameras” message at the bottom 

disappears when it is done. 

 

 Click to provide credentials for cameras that need them. 

 

 If you have preinstalled cameras and keep getting told that the username and 

password are incorrect, enter the correct credentials and leave the cameras alone 

for up to half an hour. Some brands (especially Hikvision and Dahua) temporarily 

disable logins after failed attempts. If you’ve provided the correct credentials, they’ll 

connect after a while.  

 

● If one or more cameras are not found see https://camect.com/camera-connection-

troubleshooting/ for troubleshooting tips, including directions for how to add a camera 

manually using the stream url if you know it.  

 

● Once your cameras are added, your basic setup is done.  

 

 

Camect is now recording your video and analyzing it for alerts. You’ll receive email alerts (at the 

email you used to activate the device) whenever something interesting happens. 
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A few extra steps will give you the best experience:  
 

 

● Install the progressive web app on your phone.  

o The installation of our app is a little different. Once installed, it starts and runs like a 

native app, and is also removed the same way you’d remove a native app.  

 

o On Android, Chrome automatically prompts you to install the app after you have 

visited home.camect.com a few times. Alternatively, just visit home.camect.com, tap 

the Chrome menu button, and choose “Add to Home Screen”. 

 

o On iOS, visit home.camect.com, click the share button (which looks like a square 

with an upward-pointing arrow) in the bottom safari toolbar, and choose “add to 

home screen”. On smaller phones on older iOS, you may need to scroll right to see 

the “add to home screen” option. 

 

o Tap the icon on your home screen to launch the app. It should launch like a regular 

app with a splash screen and you should not see any browser controls. The first time 

you run the app, you may need to sign in.  

 

● Get alert notifications on your phone.  

Camect delivers nice notifications including a short video clip to the telegram instant 

messenger app. Install telegram from the app store, or visit telegram.org.  

 

 Once you’ve installed the telegram app, choose an alias for yourself. The default 

(your phone number) won’t work.  

 

 Lastly, visit your Camect Home from home.camect.com using the device on which 

you just installed the telegram app, and click on your profile picture at the top right. 

Choose “receive alerts in telegram” from the dropdown and follow the instructions.  

 

● If possible, explore the UI on a desktop first. All controls have mouseover tool tips to help 

you learn your way around. If you’re starting on a phone, you can view the tooltips by first 

clicking the floating “i” button in the lower left, and then clicking on a control.  

 

● Learn a few useful gestures for phones and tablets. 

○ When viewing live, swipes pan or tilt the camera if the camera supports pan/tilt 
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o When viewing recorded footage, swiping left/right skips to the next/previous alert 

 

o Tap the timeline to position the marker, and then drag without lifting your finger to 

position the timeline under the marker to precisely select the time being viewed.  
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Additional Camect Detail 

 

 

In the following pages we cover features you may want to know about in more detail to get 

the most from Camect.  

 

 

 

Useful Resources 
 

● Camera compatiblity FAQ - https://camect.com/camfaq 

● Camera troubleshooting FAQ (This also covers how to add a camera manually.) 

https://camect.com/camera-connection-troubleshooting/  

● User forum  - Ask questions and stay informed about new features. 

https://groups.google.com/a/camect.com/forum/#!forum/forum  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Things to Be Aware Of 
 

● Subscriptions are not being enforced yet. They’ll be enforced starting in early 2020. An 

announcement will be made before they’re turned on.  

 

● Support for Nest cameras that “sign in with Google” was just launched in mid-December. It 

does work for many people, but probably still has some bugs. Please contact us if you have 

trouble with it. 
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A Tour of the Video Player1 
 

Live Viewing 

 

A typical camera displaying video looks like this:  

 

 

 

There are a number of controls in the title bar.  

 

On a desktop, mousing over the controls will allow you to see what they do. This can also be 

done (painfully) on a phone, by clicking the “i” button floating near the bottom left, and 

then clicking the control you want to know about.  

 

Camera Titlebar Controls 
 

From left to right:  

 

● A slider that allows you disable the camera. Disabling a camera stops video 

recording, and hides the camera from your view. You can click the “show XX 

disabled cameras” link at the bottom of the page if you need to see the 

disabled camera again. 

 
1 This section is slightly out of date, pending an update. The alert bell in the camera title bar has now  

been removed, and the speed controls are organized slightly differently.  
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Disabling a device is also the right way to tell Camect not to try to interact 

with it. Disable any devices that Camect thinks may be cameras but which in 

fact are not. 

 

● An alert bell that appears if alerts have been detected. The alert bell in the 

title and the one showing within the image have exactly the same function: 

Clicking either one will expose controls related to reviewing alerts. If you are 

viewing live video, clicking will also take you to the start of the recorded 

footage of the most recent alert detected on the camera. The bell in the 

titlebar likely to be removed soon. 

 

● The camera name which can be edited by visiting the camera settings dialog 

for the camera. 

 

● A wrench that opens the camera settings for the camera.  

 

● A share button for sharing a single camera with someone else.  

 

● A “popout” button that will allow you to view just the one camera in a larger 

window at a higher resolution.  

 

On android, or on a desktop running chrome, you can also double-click on the image to view 

the camera in full-screen mode at high resolution.  

 

 

Live View Overlay 
 

Tapping the image, or moving the move over a desktop view, will expose the live view 

overlay:  
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● pan/tilt/zoom controls appear only if the camera has those capabilities. Pan and tilt 

are near the center, and zoom controls are at the top left.  

 

● The timestamp at the top right shows “live” as long as fresh video is coming in from 

the camera. If the video is stale, it will show the actual time of the video.  

 

● The bottom part of the overlay shows the timeline: 

 

 The left and right ends of the timeline show the extent of the period covered. 

By default the timeline is set to show the last 12 hours.  

 

 Change the timeline duration by using the “zoom out” and “zoom in” controls 

at either side of the “12 hour” duration, or using a mouse wheel while 

pointing at the duration value.  

 

 On a phone, you can drag your finger along the timeline, and a little window 

will pop up to show you the time under your finger. Pausing or releasing as 

you move will take you to playing the recorded footage for that time.  On a 

desktop, mousing over the timeline will show you the timestamp, and you 

can click at the appropriate time.  

 

When you are viewing recorded footage, you’ll see the playback view overlay, 

described in the next section.  

 

 Timeline colors: In the default theme, dark green indicates motion. If it produces an 

interesting alert, that’s light green. Uninteresting motion, if you select it via the alert 
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filter, shows as red. The presence of video is indicated by light grey, and black 

indicates the absence of video.  

 

○ If you want to get to a time that’s more than a day ago don’t zoom out and 

zoom back in. Instead, use the second-level timeline to position the main 

timeline within the context of all available history. Activate the second level 

timeline using the “double caret” seen above the duration of the timeline in 

the previous picture.  

 

When the second-level timeline is active, you’ll see it above the main 

timeline, and some of the other controls are hidden:  

 

 

 

The bar on the second-level timeline (which is not a slider) represents the 

main timeline. Click or tap to position the main timeline within the context of 

all history.  

 

As with the main timeline, you can drag your finger along the second-level 

timeline (or mouse over it) to see the time to which you’ll move the main 

timeline.  

 

Deactivate the second-level timeline by tapping the double “inverse caret” 

which is flashing above the timeline duration.  

 

Found near the left end of the main timeline, the “clock” button will activate the 

“quick preview” of the entire period covered by the main timeline … It will try to 

play through that period rapidly, showing you the entire period within a few 

minutes. It will also slow down for alerts occurring so that you  
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can catch a glimpse of interesting things occurring while speeding through footage in which 

nothing was detected.  

 The specific alerts that cause a slowdown can be controlled using the 

alert filter, which is described in the next section. By default, the alert 

filter selects the same alerts that produce alert emails (i.e. the 

“interesting” ones).  

 In “quick preview” mode, the clock button flashes red. Deactivate 

quick preview by tapping the button again. 

 While in quick preview, you can still use the timeline, or previous/next 

alert controls (described later), to skip back and forth as the preview 

plays.  
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Playback View Overlay 
 

TIP: Exit playback to live view by clicking the button that looks a bit like a “fast-forward” sign: >>| 

 

When playing back recorded footage, you may see several more controls in the overlay. The 

maximum possible number of controls occurs when you are viewing an alert with all of the 

alert controls exposed:  

 

 

 

 

In the playback view, the controls are organized into 5 areas:  

 

● Speed controls (top left):  Change the playback speed up or down. There are two 

speeds for alert and non-alert video, indicated by the color of the control. (It's green 

when you're in an alert.)  Which speed you are changing depends on whether or not 

you're in an alert.    

○ By default, the player plays alert video at 1x, and non-alert video at 4x.  

 

● Timestamp (top right): This should be self-explanatory.  You can click on the 

timestamp to synchronize all other players to the same time. Because of the 

variable-speed playback, the time will not remain synchronized though, but this is 

handy when you need to see various angles of an even captured on multiple 

cameras.  
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● Alert-related controls (below timestamp): In the picture above, these show as 

darker than the other controls. They’ll be covered in the next section. The entire set 

of alert-related controls can be hidden by swiping them away to the right. They’ll come back 

whenever you interrupt playback by moving to another time on the timeline.  

 

● Playback controls (bottom right): From left to right: Skip 5s backwards, pause, skip 

5s forwards, and return to live view. When the the video is paused, the pause button 

changes to play, and the |< and >| let you move a frame at a time.  

 

● Clip-related controls (bottom left): There are two rows of clip related controls. On the 

bottom row, [ and ] allow you to set the start or the end of the clip to the current 

timestamp. 

○ While viewing an alert (as in the picture above) the clip start and end are preset to 

the beginning and end of the alert.  

 

The upper row of clip controls appears once the start and end of a clip have been defined. If 

a clip is manually defined (rather than preset from an alert), the upper row will have 3 controls:  

 

 

 

From left to right, these controls allow you to preview the clip selected, share the clip (e.g. 

via Google Drive or Dropbox), or download the selected clip.  

 

When a clip is preselected during an alert, the preview button does not appear as you’re already 

viewing the alert. 

 

 

 

Viewing Alerts 
 

Alert viewing is controlled by 6 alert-related controls:  
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On the upper row, the thumbs up/down are used to rate alerts while viewing them. They’ll show 

whenever an alert is playing even when the overlay is hidden. Rate alerts if you are trying to change 

which alerts are producing email for you. (Specific examples will be covered later.) If you are happy 

with the alerts you’re getting, there’s no need to rate them.  

 

In the lower row, the < and > skip to the previous or next alert.  

 

The set of cogwheels at the right opens the alert filter dialog. The alert filter controls which alerts are 

shown when you use previous/next alert, as well as which alerts cause a slowdown if you use the 

“quick overview” of the timeline.  

 

● By default, alerts deemed “interesting” are selected. You can limit this to specific objects 

detected, or widen it to include “uninteresting” alerts containing specific objects, or even to 

uninteresting alerts containing pure motion (i.e. no objects at all).  

 

 

 

TIPS: On a phone a few things can make alert viewing easier:  

 

● While viewing footage with the overlay active, you can swipe left or right to get the 

next/previous alert (i.e. You don’t need to expose the lower level of alert controls) 

 

● You don’t need to have the entire overlay active to view alerts. Enable alert viewing by 

clicking either alert bell, and only the alert-related controls and the timestamp will show.   

 

 To get back to live view, you’ll need to expose the entire overlay and use >>| to get 

back.  

 

● If the alert controls are in your way, you can swipe them off to the right.  They’ll come back 

when you move back to live view, or to another point on the timeline (e.g. to another alert).  
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Configuring Settings  

 

 

● Settings that apply to the entire home (or are a default for all cameras in the home) are 

configured via the home settings (cog wheel at the top right).  

 

● Settings for individual cameras are accessed via the “wrench” icon in the title bar of the 

camera. Many camera settings require you to uncheck the “use home settings” so that the 

camera will not use defaults from the home settings.  

 

● A few settings are per-user rather than per-device, such as settings that control which alert 

delivery mechanisms are used. In order to change these, the user to whom they apply 

should look in the “me” tab in the home settings and/or camera settings.  

 

● TIP: If you like using telegram alerts better than email alerts but are getting both, use the 

“me” tab in either the home settings or the camera settings to stop getting email alerts.  

 

Time Schedule 
 

 Setting a schedule for alerts can be done in more than one way with the time and day 

schedule. The following are some examples: 

Both  00:00:00 to 00:00:00 and 00:00:00 – 23:59:59 work for setting alerts over a whole 24 

hour period. More examples that might be useful: 

- "8:00:00 - 00:00:00" means from 8am to the end of the day. 

- "23:00:00 - 7:00:00" on Friday means from 11pm Friday to 7am Saturday. 

● An example: Configuring alert behavior. 

  

 The “alerts” tab under home settings controls defaults (such as whether alerts are 

detected at all) for all cameras. These settings affect all alerts on the Camect 

recorder.  

 

 The “me” tab under home settings sets the default alert delivery behavior for the 

user looking at the me tab.  

 

 The “alerts” tab in the settings of a specific camera controls alert detection on that 

camera. In order to change these settings, you’ll have to uncheck “use home 

settings” at the top of that tab. Anything changed here will apply to all users of the 

camera.  

 

 The “me” tab under the camera settings controls alert delivery 

behaviour for only the user looking at the tab.   
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Camect Alerts, and How to Control & Improve What You Get. 

 

 

● By default, only the owner of the device is signed up to receive email alerts. Other users 

must explicitly turn on email alerts to get them.  

 

● Visit the “me” tab under home settings to control alert delivery to yourself. If you add 

other users, ask them to do the same. In the “alerts” tab under home settings you can make 

changes that will apply to all users (e.g. stop all email)  

 

● If you are getting too many alerts, try rating a few to suppress what you don’t want to see. 

This is easiest to do from email, but can also be done from the UI or Telegram.  

○ You are not supposed to need to rate large numbers of alerts to get the behavior you 

want. If you find yourself rating more than 5-6 for a single camera, read the rest of 

this section.  

 

● You can turn off alerts for specific cameras. If you do this, we recommend turning off the 

“send alerts” setting to disable sending, but leaving “detect alerts” on. This will allow you to 

quickly seek from alert to alert in the UI in the event that you need to review a long period 

of footage some day.  

 Leaving “send alerts” means that processing power will be devoted to detecting 

objects in your video streams. If you have a camera looking at a busy scene and 

you’re sure you don’t need this, uncheck “detect objects in alerts” to disable object 

detection or “detect alerts” to disable even basic motion detection. 

 

● If you are seeing incorrect object detections, consider sharing some examples to help train 

the AI. From an alert email, you can do this by clicking the “please help Camect learn” link.  

 The first time you do this you’ll need to set up a sharing storage space on Google 

Drive in order to be able to share. After the first time it’s much less effort. When you 

set this up, you can pick an account other than your main google account for the 

Google Drive storage if you want.  

 After 2-3 rounds of sharing problematic detections and waiting for retraining, most 

people see noticeably better performance for their specific use cases. This may take 

2-3 weeks until the model is updated.  

 To report incorrect object detections from telegram or the UI:  

■ From telegram click “thumbs down” and then “please help Camect learn”.  

■ From the web UI or app, click “thumbs down” and uncheck the box that says 

“the detected objects are correct”.  
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● You can control the format of the alert email subject line from the “alerts” tab under home 

settings. This is useful if you want alerts from different cameras to be different email 

threads. 

 

● Advanced: You can manually mask out an area, or express preferences for an area.  

 

Whenever you rate an alert, an “alert rating” is created for the camera that produced the 

alert. You can see these ratings and adjust them from camera settings (wrench icon) > alerts 

> manage ratings.  

 

You may want to adjust the ratings to mask out part of the image for the purposes of alert 

generation. One way to do this is to rate 4-5 unwanted alerts as thumbs-down due to the “area of 

the image” in which the activity occurred. If that doesn’t produce the desired result, or you don’t 

want to wait for 4-5 bad alerts, you can also correct a rating, or create a rating manually from 

scratch, to reflect what you want. 

o If you have already rated some alerts as good or bad due to the “area of the image” 

involved in the alert, you can adjust the area in each rating by clicking on the word 

“area” in the corresponding rating.  

 

Manually Masking Out an Area 
 

o You can also use the “+” to manually create a new rating to enter rating information 

without first having to wait for a problematic alert.  

 

To filter out an area with a new rating, use “+” to add the rating, then edit it (via the 

pencil icon that appears to the right of the new rating). Confirm that it’s a “thumbs-

down” rating, choose the objects you don’t want to be notified about (or leave blank 

to filter all activity) and choose “the area of the image” as the reason for thumbs-

down. When you’re done editing your rating, you’ll see that in the list of ratings, the 

word “area” is now a link. Click that link to draw out the area from which you wish to 

mark activity or objects as uninteresting. 

 

To create or adjust areas: Click and drag to make a line. Click on the line and drag to 

add another point (e.g. making the line into a triangle). Click and drag a point to 

move it.   

The following images detail the procedure for blanking out areas. 
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Select the alerts tab from the desired camera needing to be masked out. 

 

 

 

Expand manage ratings and click the blue + icon. 

 

 

 

The grey rule box appears. Click the blue pencil icon to show the pop up and then select the box 

occur in same area of image. 

Close the pop up via the x icon.  The text area in blue appears as below.  
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Click the blue ‘area’ text to open the camera view image. 

 

 

 

If you left click and drag your mouse it will draw a red line with a red box either side. Then click and 

drag that line as many times as you like to start creating the blanking area you need. 

Double clicking a red box will remove that area of the box. 

 

This procedure will stop alerts from being processed and detected in the masked area. 

 

 

 

 

A Detailed Example: Alert Zones 
 

How to set up an alert zone to ensure that you get alerts from cars on your driveway, but not from 

those on the street:  
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A user example. 

“For other users that are interested, my manually drawn alert zones are working best when I include 

overlapping boxes with opposing actions. To demonstrate, below I've included the zone that says I 

want to be notified of cars in this area. Notice how the zone goes right to the edge of the roadway 

and includes my driveway and yard, but also the public sidewalk and small parts of the neighbors 

yard. This ensures that the entire car is inside the zone and I get correctly alerted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now for the opposing action, this zone says I do not want to be notified of activity in this area. 

Notice how this second zone covers the public street, but also the sidewalk and the neighbors yard  

 

 

that was also in the previous positive alert zone. This ensures that I am not notified of pedestrians 

walking on the sidewalk, vehicles on the public street, or vehicles in neighbors driveways. 
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The key for me in understanding the behavior of Camect was to realize that I was originally drawing 

the zones when the footage had no car present, and therefore I just drew a box around my driveway 

(like I was painting lines on the floor) and said to Camect tell me about cars in this area. But in reality 

even though as humans we clearly understand if a car is on the driveway, Camect couldn't 

understand this scenario when parts of the car in the image where outside the box I drew. My advice 

to those wanting to draw manual alert zones, is to find a piece of footage with the event you want to 

be notified about in it, freeze the playback at that point, then go into settings and alerts and then 

ensure your drawn box entirely includes the object/event you want to be notified about. 

 

 

What To Do if an Alert is Not Sent At All 
 

When activity on a camera fails to produce an alert, there are 4 possible reasons. You’ll need to view 
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the video of the event in the UI (web or app) in order to determine what happened, and how to 

react if you want to improve it.  

 

● The alert was detected, and deemed interesting, but auto-suppressed. This occurs if the 

alert was deemed too similar to other alerts that had been occurring frequently before it. 

Similar alerts involve the same object types, and require that the objects involved have 

similar characteristics (e.g. similar position in the image, similar size, etc).  

 

Auto-suppression is a temporary effect. Once an alert stops occurring frequently, Camect 

will once again start to deliver that type of alert. 

 

Auto-suppressed alerts show as interesting (green) in the UI, and are marked with an slashed 

envelope, e.g.:  

 

 

If you want to disable auto-suppression, rate the auto-suppressed alert as interesting. When you 

rate an alert as interesting, you’ll get all similar alerts. Be sure this is really what you want, as you 

may get a lot of alerts as a result. 

 

● Activity continuously occurred after the previous alert, and as a result the event was 

considered part of an alert that had already been sent.  

 

After an alert occurs, Camect currently needs to see at least a tiny period in which no 

detected object is moving before being ready to send another alert notification. Thus if a car 

shows up and is continuously moving, a person stepping out of the car may not generate a 

separate “person” notification.  

 

There is currently nothing you can do in this scenario, but we are planning to add an option 

to have Camect send a new notification whenever a new object type shows up during a 

period of continuous activity.  

 

● The alert was detected but deemed uninteresting. Objects are continuously detected by 

Camect, but a detected alert may be deemed uninteresting by Camect if you have previously 

rated other similar alerts uninteresting by using “thumbs-down” and mentioning that you 

wanted to see fewer such alerts.  
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● To confirm that an alert was deemed uninteresting, you’ll need to adjust the alert filter to 

include uninteresting alerts in the UI. (See the section on “Viewing alerts” for details.) Enable 

viewing of uninteresting alerts, and see if the event shows but is declared uninteresting. (In 

the default theme, uninteresting detected object(s) will be shown with a red background.)  

 

If your alert was deemed uninteresting, you can rate the alert thumbs-up to counteract the 

effect of earlier ratings for the future, or better yet, examine the older ratings and delete 

any that no longer apply. Existing ratings can be seen via the camera settings > alerts tab > 

“manage ratings”.  

 

● Camect really failed to recognize the object. Once you have eliminated the other 

possibilities, the only remaining one is that Camect really did not recognize the object you 

wanted to know about.  

 

This sometimes occurs if your video stream does not maintain the minimum 5 frames-per-

second required for good object detection.  

 

If your video is not maintaining 5 fps, the objects in the video will appear to jump around, 

rather than move smoothly, when you view them. You may wish to export a clip of the video 

and view in a standalone viewer program to make absolutely sure the recorded video is 

jumpy, and is thus the reason for the failed detection.  

 

If your video is smooth, share it with Camect (assuming you don’t mind) to help improve the 

object detection. In order to do this, mark off the area of the alert on the timeline using [ 

and ], click the share icon, and check the “also share with Camect” checkbox. Include a short 

comment as to what went wrong. If you have not already set up Google Drive to aid in 

sharing, you’ll have to do that the first time you want to share a video with Camect.  
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“At Home” Mode: Turn off cameras automatically while you’re 

home or at work 
 

 

“At Home” mode is activated when your phone is detected on your home network.  

 

● Configure this mode by going to “home settings” (cog wheel at top right) and clicking on the 

grey bar showing the name of the active mode. Expand the “At Home” section to configure 

it.  

 Select devices whose presence will trigger the mode 

 Select cameras that will stop detecting alerts when in At Home mode. 

 Select cameras that will turn off completely (no recording) in At Home mode. 

 

● You can manually switch modes by clicking on the two mode icons below the display of 

cameras:  

 

 

(The green “led” shows that “At Home” mode is active) 

 

Double-clicking the “home” icon will also bring up the “At Home” mode configuration dialog.  

 
● When all triggering phones have left your home network, the mode will switch back to 

“Normal Operation”. 

o Android phones are detected as gone after 5 minutes of absence.  

 

o iPhones are detected as gone after 20 minutes of absence. This is because some 

iPhones go to sleep for long periods of time while you’re at home, and a long delay 

is required to be sure they’re gone.  
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Pro Camera Setting for Sentinel and advanced features 
 

Pro features are available to registered trade partners using a registered pro account. Please contact 

your account manager or Camect for further information on upgrading your software. 

 

Pro accounts can be identified from the home page with the letter P next to your device name. 

 

Pro features can be seen within the home or camera settings under the alerts tab.

 

 Don’t auto-suppress similar person or vehicle alerts. 

 

Disable auto suppression so all person and vehicle alerts are sent. This will prevent any detection not 

being sent but could also send multiple alarms of the same event to user accounts. 

 

 Send alerts whenever a new object is detected. 

 

Alerts will be sent even if another detected object is in the scene.  
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 Enable sensitive motion mode. 

 

Sensitive mode will allow your Camect device to detect objects further away from the camera at the 

cost of additional processing being used. It is likely to reduce processing from 12 x 1080p cameras to 

approximately 8 x 1080p cameras. This can be enabled on a per camera basis. As low as 50 pixels in 

height (Normally 100) for human detection can be achieved but will depend on contrast and image 

quality. 

 

 Send alerts to Sentinel (Monitorsoft). 

 

Setting for alerts to be sent to professional monitoring stations that are using Sentinel software. This 

can be set for a complete site or per camera basis. 

 

Sentinel Setup: 

 

 

 

Site ID. 

 

Site ID given to you by your monitoring station. 

 

SMTP Server. 

 

URL or IP address and port number supplied by your monitoring software. 

 

Port number: 

 

Port number as chosen by your monitoring station. Port 9025 is Camect’s default but likely to change 

as per the monitoring station policy. 

 

Username and Password not usually used – Please use admin admin if no credentials given. 

 

Send auto supressed alerts too. 

 

Disable auto suppression so all alerts are sent. This will prevent any detection not being sent but 

could also send multiple alarms of the same event to the monitoring station. 
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 Sentinel setup continued: 

Live view is via HLS.  

A Camect HLS URL is in the following form: 

https://username:password@IPAddress:443/hls/c/Camera_ID 

 

Username and password will be the local admin account. An “admin” account has been created for 

you by default. The password is the userid part of the email address you used to activate the device 

… e.g. if you activated with foo@gmail.com, the password for the local admin account is “foo” This 

can be changed from the user tab menu. 

 

IP address will be the public IP address being used. This will need relevant port forwarding setup on 

your router. Port 443 is used on the Camect device by default. 

 

Camera ID is found from the camera settings and selecting the camera information tab as follows: 

 

 

 
A unique HLS stream needs to be used for each camera and presented to your monitoring station 

technical team setting up the connection. 
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Miscellaneous Features 
● Report a bug by using the dropdown that appears if you click your profile picture at the top 

right. More issues diagnosis will require that you check one or both checkboxes to submit 

logs from your browser or your Camect device.  

 

● Stop video streaming to save bandwidth on restricted sites by holding down ctrl before 

clicking your site from the home page. This will prevent all cameras from streaming video 

which may assist in accessing settings or single cameras on low bandwidth connections. 

 

● Power off your Camect by tapping the power button and waiting up to 30 seconds for the 

blue LED to turn off. If that fails, press and hold the power button for 10 seconds, or just 

unplug the power cable. Camect will power on whenever power is applied to it.  

 

● You can use a NAS device as extra storage:  

○ Camect can store video to a NAS that supports NFS or CIFS 

○ You can add NAS storage from the home settings > disks tab. Your NAS may be found 

automatically in the network scan, but if not, you can specify it manually.  

 

● Enable cloud backup of your settings from the home settings main tab if you are 

comfortable with a copy of your settings being kept in the cloud. It will allow for easy 

recovery if your Camect ever fails. You can encrypt the settings for better privacy -- but don’t 

forget the encryption password if you do this, or else your saved settings will be useless.  

 

● Google Drive can be used from with a login other than your main one, if you don’t want 

alert video going to the google drive associated with your account. Simply sign in with the 

alternative account when adding the drive.  

 

● Get information about a camera by going to “camera settings”, then clicking the “i” next to 

camera name, and using the popout icon next to the IP address of the camera. Similarly, you 

can get a bit of information about your Camect device by clicking the “i” next to “Home 

Name” in the home settings. 

 

● Camect has an experimental UI for integrations with home control systems. It allows you 

to be notified of detections that are occurring, and to embed the camera display in another 

dashboard, and to change the home mode under external control. So far, it has been used to 

implement an experimental integration with Home Assistant. See  

 

https://github.com/camect/camect-py 

https://github.com/camect/home-assistant-integration 
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How Your Video Stays Safely in Your Camect Device 

 

If video stays in your device, how is it “on the web” via  home.camect.com?  

 

● home.camect.com works differently from many other web sites. 

 Other sites usually serve you data that is stored in the cloud. 

 

● When you visit home.camect.com you’re using the remote UI to connect to your home, but 

all communication - other than the initial connection to the UI - is local to your network.  

 

The home.camect.com web site sends your browser a web app which runs in your browser 

and  makes a webRTC connection directly to your Camect Home device, and all subsequent 

interaction with your server is via that webRTC connection. 

 On rare occasions a direct connection is not possible, and you’ll see a “cloud” icon in 

the top left of the camera overlay when this happens. The icon means that 

encrypted data is being sent through a relay. The relay does not know the 

decryption key and cannot decrypt your data, but viewing performance may be 

reduced compared to what is available when a direct connection is possible. 

 

● Access your Camect Home completely independently of the external 

internet.  

 

Connect directly to port 443 on the ip of your Camect device, or, for convenience use 

local.home.camect.com which is a ddns-like service that should redirect you to the appropriate local 

ip.  

 

 Local access requires a local account. An “admin” account has been created for you 

by default. The password is the userid part of the email address you used to activate 

the device … e.g. if you activated with foo@gmail.com, the password for the local 

admin account is “foo” 

 

 Local accounts can only be accessed via the local UI. You can create more local 

accounts via the “users” tab in the home settings. On that tab, you can also add 

other net accounts if you want to share access with other users, and change 

passwords for local accounts. If you set a password for a network account, this 

password is required in addition to signing in with the network provider.  
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Setting a Static IP Address 

 

To configure a static IP, you plug in a keyboard and connect to HDMI, and then hit ctrl-alt-f9.  

You should see a menu with 3 options.  The 3rd option lets you configure the network 

interface(s) as you want.  

 

The feature can do more than just configure a static address -- e.g. if you have the cameras 

on a physically separate network, you can use a USB ethernet adaptor to connect a second 

network, and this feature lets you configure that second interface too.  
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Troubleshooting. 

 

If you are having trouble connecting cameras, activating devices etc then first check all the basics 

with connections, internet access, ping devices etc 

 

Remember a VPN is likely to prevent the Camect device being found on your network. Camect will 

also need unrestricted outgoing internet access, Camect will use WebRTC to encrypt any data.  

 

Camect will need unrestricted outgoing internet access using WebRTC to encrypt any data. 

Restricted outgoing internet access may cause connection and activation issues. 

 

 A bad power supply can cause the device not to turn on at all, to briefly flash the blue led 

and then have it go out again, or to run fine for several hours at a time but randomly turn off 

(and not turn on again). If you see the last of these 3 symptoms, make sure it's happening 

more than once to ensure it isn't something else, like the power switch getting bumped 

accidentally.  

A replacement PSU needs to be a minimum of 3a and 12v DC with 2.1mm X 5.5mm connector. 

 A bad drive is usually more obvious .... It will make a lot of noise, or won't show up in the 

disks tab. If the device is not showing up in the disks tab, try a few things to make sure it's 

not a loose connection:  

 Make sure the top and bottom half of the case are connected together properly. 

There are two clips on the bottom of the device -- move them to the "unlocked" 

side, pull the two halves of the case apart, and then put them together again, 

press firmly, and lock the clips. Make sure the top and bottom half don't move if 

you gently try to pull them apart after the clips are set to locked.   

 Remove the two screws on the bottom of the device to access the drive, and push 

the drive firmly to the side where it's plugged into the connector, and then replace 

the two screws.  

 If the above two fail to fix it, you can have the user use "Report Bug" from the home 

settings, and check the checkbox to include logs and settings from the device to 

have us check to confirm that the drive is having issues.  

A replacement drive needs to be 2.5” and minimum 5400RPM – Seagate Model ST1000LM048 

 

First line support will be through your distribution channel. support@camect.com can also be used if 

additional support is required. 


